PRINT DISCLAIMER
1. LARGE SOLID AREAS OF COLOR ARE NOT IDEAL FOR LETTERPRESS. Due to
the nature of the way ink is manually added, rolled onto the the plate, then
pressed, solid color is difficult to control. Some pieces may have more ink
density, as ink is manually added throughout the run. We keep an eye on the
ink density, but there will be some color variation throughout the run.
2. SOLID AREAS MAY APPEAR SPECKLED. In letterpress printing, large solid
areas may appear speckled. This look is more apparent in darker colors vs
lighter colors, and more on textured cotton stock vs smooth cotton stock.
The combination of the ink color and paper (e.g. dark ink on textured
cotton) will affect the BLOTCHiness of the print as well. In designs with
sizable area of ink coverage, it may be necessary to print with less ink
density in order to keep the fine details crisp leaving more saltiness to the
final print. Think of it as trying to put a thin layer of ink onto glass; the ink
can lay thicker in certain areas versus others, and sometimes beads just a
little which gives solid areas the speckles.
3. LARGE SOLID AREAS OF IMPRESSION MAY DISTORT THE STOCK.
Letterpress involves a printing method where the paper is pressed and
debossed, which physically alters the thickness of the paper. While most
designs do not distort the paper in a negative way, requests with very deep
impression or designs with large areas of impression may cause paper to
become wavy, curl or bend. The larger the artwork on a sheet or the
deeper the impression, the less likely that the final print will lay flat.
4. LARGE SOLID AREAS MAY NOT OFFER DEEP IMPRESSION. It wasn’t until the
last decade that deep impressions because the preferred and sought after
feature of letterpress printing. Letterpress printing was meant to “kiss”
the paper without leaving an impression on the paper. It takes a great
amount of pressure to press the paper and the press may not have enough
pressure to leave a deep impression on large solid designs. Thus, solid
areas of color do not generally make use of the impression possible with
letterpress printing. Ideally, text, pattern and lines offer excellent
impression while solid shapes (e.g. square) or text reversing out of solid
areas (e.g. raised text inside of a solid colored square) may leave little or
any noticeable impression into the paper.
5. ART PRINTS AND RETAIL PACKAGES. Art Prints and Retail Packages of
cards Etc. Will include some variations of the above and not limited to
smudges, small cracks and dinged corners.
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